EROAD Analyst
PowerBI Integration

Use your fleet data
to drive business insights
Have you realised the value and potential of your data? Are you leveraging all available
information to make intelligent business decisions? If not, you could be leaving money and
efficiency gains behind.
You’ve taken control of your fleet with EROAD. Take the next step and harness your fleet data to
help your business perform even better. Get instant access to your fleet data easily and securely
with EROAD Analyst. Utilising a pre-configured plug in for Microsoft® PowerBI®, you get an
intuitive tool for creating graphical reports and visual data comparisons, delivering actionable
insights. Quick, current and easy analytics support you and your team to manage and optimise
your business.

CURRENT DATA AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
Access all your EROAD data through PowerBI.
With the ability to include historical data up to
six months old, you will have the most recent
information available at your fingertips without
having to make requests, or extract data
manually from reports.

YOUR DATA. YOUR WAY

CLEAR VISUALIZATIONS. FAST INSIGHTS

Use fleet data in combination with
other important data sets from customer
relationship management, payroll, project
data or financials to gain further insights.

Create clear, compelling reports about your fleet
operations, helping your organisation make better
and faster decisions on areas for improvement
and key initiatives that are delivering results.

EROAD Analyst lets you create clear and compelling custom
reports on your fleet and lets you combine EROAD data with
other data from your organisation.

KEY FEATURES
• Pre-built and configured integration lets you pull EROAD data into PowerBI quickly and easily.
• Access six months of historical data on location, fuel, compliance and more.
• Simply connect EROAD to PowerBI and start generating reports and delivering insights.
• Easily refresh reports with updated data – no requests to EROAD and no no exporting data to spreadsheets.

WHAT EROAD ANALYST CAN DO FOR YOU
Use EROAD data to produce custom fleet and operations reports for internal stakeholders
• Produce your own dashboards to highlight and share the most important metrics to your business –
– speeding, logbook violations, idling, fuel usage, vehicle utilisation or more.
• Drill into and report on driver behaviour data to deliver a driver coaching experience tailored to your business.
• Create your own Proof of Service reports to provide to your clients, summarising time spent on worksites,
vehicle locations, and activations of connected equipment.

Combine EROAD data with data from elsewhere in your business to deliver insights and
make better business decisions
• Combine fuel, driver, and maintenance costs to report on cost/km at a fleet, group or vehicle level.
• Cross reference actual time spent driving/operating vehicles with data from your payroll systems to identify
discrepancies which may indicate theft of time.
• Use EROAD data to give operational context to your financial data, such as understanding the profitability
levels of individual routes, vehicles, and contracts.

See www.eroad.co.nz/products, or call 0800 4 EROAD for more information.

NEW TO MICROSOFT POWERBI?
PowerBI lets you unlock the power of the data throughout your organisation, helping you combine data, analyse
and share it quickly and easily. It’s a powerful and affordable business intelligence solution that helps you build
and benefit from a data-driven culture. Learn more at the Microsoft PowerBI website.

